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 The brainchild in any medical image processing lied in how accurately the 

diseases are diagnosed. Especially in the case of neural disorders such as 

autism spectrum disorder (ASD), accurate detection was still a challenge. 

Several noninvasive neuroimaging techniques provided experts information 

about the functionality and anatomical structure of the brain. As autism is a 

neural disorder, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain gave a 

complex structure and functionality. Many machine learning techniques 

were proposed to improve the classification and detection accuracy of autism 

in MRI images. Our work focused mainly on developing the architecture of 

convolution neural networks (CNN) combining the genetic algorithm. Such 

artificial intelligence (AI) techniques were very much needed for training as 

they gave better accuracy compared to traditional statistical methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a disability in nervous group of human brain which causes a 

lack of social communication, repetitive behavior, and heterogeneity in its nature which ranges from person 

to person. Due to its high ubiquity, many researchers have turned towards the latest Artificial Intelligence and 

machine learning (ML) techniques to analyze rather traditional statistical methods [1]. ASD generally affects 

the human brain and results in trouble in speech, interaction with society, and communication problems and 

also delays in kinetics. This can be diagnosed with experts from age of 2 years onwards or still before that in 

very recent times [2]. Many deep learning techniques show pretty good performance in challenging artificial 

intelligence (AI) and ML tasks. Generally, most of the convolution neural networks (CNN) architecture 

contains several convolutions, pooling, and fully connected layers. Several architectures have been 

discovered to achieve classification accuracy. Many architectures have been proposed in the literature, for 

example, GoogleNet [3], and RESONET [4]. Though many architectures are quite efficient in identification 

and classification processes, still researchers are finding better ways to improvise classification accuracy [5]. 

Nowadays, deep learning technology has been widely used for analyzing medical images as in recent years it 

has gained a lot of popularity and given excellent performance in various fields. Among all the deep learning 

approaches, CNN is the best solution always for large-scale image classification applications.  

In this paper, we discuss an architectural framework for CNN including an evolutionary 

optimization approach i.e., Genetic algorithm for training the model. Multiple convolution layers are 

considered and each step of the genetic algorithm is represented to be the CNN nodes [6]. Individual 
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generation in standard evolutionary algorithms contains genetic operators such as selection, crossover, and 

mutation. The CNN architecture is developed from scratch to increase more competitiveness. According to 

the survey, one in seventy children is pretentious by autism. In 2018, the ubiquity of ASD was around 168 

out of 10,000 in the United State. Due to its high prevalence nature, many are turning towards Artificial 

Intelligent approaches to give the solution for it. Many articles were included in this review, with several 

different supervised machine learning methods like support vector machine (SVM), LASSO, random forest, 

linear discriminant analysis. Deep learning methods are used in deep neural networks as a prototype shown 

better performance different AI and ML tasks such as recognition of images [5]–[7], speech recognition [5], 

and reinforcement learning tasks [8]. CNNs have given great success in image recognition and are put into 

several computer vision implementations. Evolutionary optimization algorithms have been traditionally 

applied in designing neural network architectures [9]. Generally, there are two types of encoding systems: 

direct and indirect. Direct coding measures the number and connectivity of neurons directly as the genotype 

and indirect coding is where it contains an occasioning set of regulations for network architectures.  

Though classical approaches optimize the number and connectivity of low-level neurons, the latest 

architectures for CNN have multiple units like convolution, pooling, and normalization. There is quite a 

reasonable amount of computation involved in optimizing the networks, therefore training of nodes in the 

neural network unit is promising. The CNN research has witnessed a breakthrough since the introduction of 

the Alex Net network [3]–[9]. In recent years there has been a tremendous improvement in CNN for large-

scale image classification [10]. Due to advances in CNN components [8]–[10] and training strategies [10], 

[11], our approach achieves better recognition accuracy using architectural alterations that contain adapting 

existing CNNs into a new architecture framework [3], [12]. The basic architecture of Image classification 

using CNN model is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Basic CNN model for Image classification model 

 

 

In [7]–[9], training of the network is achieved from a large capacity of CNN over the traditional 

neural network approach for classification problems. This kind of network does not require extensive training 

of base CNN models over other traditional models. Most of the networks seen in literature have witnessed 

training by the divide and conquer method. In contrast to the above, the architectures in [5], [6], [10], [11] 

consider input images to only a selected by experts which increases the recognition accuracy. Bala and 

Yasmin [6] in their research conclude fine-tuning of the complete network in the final phase of training. It is 

possible to better improvise training accuracy but in practice, it was not done because of large computational 

cost. 

In [13], research is conducted to experiment with metrics on various segmentation methods of 

autistic brain. A new matric is developed to identify the goodness of segmentation algorithms. A genetic 

thresholding-based algorithm is introduced in [14] for MRI image segmentation to detect autism and 

dementia in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) image. Recently CNN have been evolved significantly for 

MRI as well as fMRI brain images towards automatic detection of Autism [15], [16]. Eigen values detection 

from the feature points extracted from the brain images were also one of the factors for automatic autism 

detection. The method would employ latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and other statistical classifier 

methods. With this feature discriminant analysis around 77% of accuracy in autism detection is identified 

[17], whereas, in contrast to statistical methods machine learning algorithms had given much better accuracy 

which is proved in a thesis [18].  

Image segmentation is very crucial step in classification and detection of autism. However, there are 

many challenges associated in segmenting a brain image. Also due to swift development in medical imaging, 

different segmentation algorithm has to be proposed for specific imaging applications. There are too many 
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challenges involved in image segmentation which are highlighted in [19]. Hyde et al. [20] in his review 

article has proposed how supervised machine learning is applied in ASD. This paper provides a 

comprehensive review of around 45 papers including algorithms for classification. Since autism is a 

behavioral disorder, structural as well as functional brain analysis is essential in planning any classification 

algorithm. Chen et al. in his recent publication, reviewed recent advances in understanding structure of brain 

and analyzed why structural analysis plays a significant role [21]–[23]. As discussed in many articles, feature 

detection is the very essential step towards autism detection. Initial step involves Haar feature detection 

which was employed for facial feature detection [24], [25]. In most of the literature, many machines learning 

and deep learning approaches have been proposed which uses ABIDE dataset for acquiring autistic MRI 

images. An efficient neural network classifier is used [26]–[28]. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The main objective of this paper is to develop architecture for CNN by combining steps of genetic 

algorithm towards automatic detection of autism. The objectives of this work include the following. 

 

2.1.  Population 

To represent a population of chromosomes in a genetic algorithm and each chromosome is a node in 

CNN. Every MRI brain image is regarded as an individual node in convolution layers of CNN. Hence, they 

are regarded as population. This step is further subjected to feature extraction to detect important features of 

each image in a given population. Finally, a 2D matrix of all the feature points extracted are represented as 

multiple layers in CNN processing. This phase results into feature mapping level, the result of feature 

mapping as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Feature map of brain image [12] 

 

 

2.2. Selection 

To develop a selection criterion to choose a best fit point for Genetic algorithms (GA) further 

processing with respect to CNN layer. The genetic selection works on the principle of Survival is the fittest. 

Accordingly, a fitness function is derived to perform Image Registration. Each matrix is represented as a 

corner map. This approach incorporates Image registration process to align the MRI images into its standard 

orientation which involves finding Curvature Scale Space over a given image. Thus, a selection function is 

represented as in (1). 

 

𝜃 =  𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠{
(𝑥1−𝑥2)∗(𝑦1−𝑦2)

(𝑥3−𝑥2)∗(𝑦3−𝑦2)
}  (1) 
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The equation (1) is derived to accurately align the images. Since trigonometric cosine of an angle is 

considered the name inverse cosine (InvCos) [15]. Figure 3 shows selection operation where the image 

registration is considered as fitness function. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. CNN model for registration of images 

 

 

2.3.  Genetic operators 

To propose an effective genetic operator such as crossover and mutation. Here the segmentation of 

corpus callosum, white gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid is represented as a part of image segmentation. 

After segmenting area of corpus callosum (CC), white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) and cerebrospinal 

fluid (CSF) are calculated. In this step, a colonial hopping algorithm is implemented to find the area of 2D 

brain covered by corpus callosum, white and gray matter. After segmenting important features of brain such 

as Corpus Callosum, their individual feature points are extracted to make an area by adding up all points. The 

area finding function is as shown in (2): 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒_𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  2(𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠2)  +  2(𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 ∗  ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) (2) 

 

Similarly, areas of all images which are subjected to training phase are calculated. In the (3), (4), 

(5), and (6), CC1, CC2, CC3, indicates areas of segmented corpus callosum of image1, image2, image3, 

respectively. Similarly, for (3), (4), (5), and (6). Using the (3), (4), and (5) the area of surface is calculated 

and the result of segmentation is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Segmented areas of corpus callosum, white matter and gray matter 

 

 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑂𝑓𝐶𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶1, 𝐶𝐶2, 𝐶𝐶3, (3) 

 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑂𝑓𝐺𝑀 = 𝐺𝑀1, 𝐺𝑀2, 𝐺𝑀3 (4) 

 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑂𝑓𝑊𝑀 = 𝑊𝑀1, 𝑊𝑀2, 𝑊𝑀3 (5) 

 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑂𝑓𝐶𝑆𝐹 = 𝐶𝑆𝐹1, 𝐶𝑆𝐹2, 𝐶𝑆𝐹3 (6) 
 

2.4.  Generation 

To find the evaluator for next iteration (Generation): In the segmentation phase, we have segmented 

corpus callosum, white and gray matter using colonial hopping algorithm [2] and resulted into areas in the 
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training phase. A comparison of all angles was with a threshold value and based on those area, images are 

classified as autistic and non-autistic images. The general framework to train neural network using 

convolution network is constructed as in Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. A generalized architecture for our proposed work 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed work has following steps involved when applied with genetic algorithm optimization 

with CNN. 

 

3.1.  Population initialization 

Around 100 MRI images of brain with 71 autistic and rest normal images are considered as a sample 

input to train CNN. Each image is independently sampled and corners are extracted. In GA, individual nodes 

are considered as chromosomes in population at initial stages. Those chromosomes are subjected to feature 

extraction Figure 6 displays the corner points plotted on MRI brain image using corner extractor operator and 

corresponding corner graph is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 6. Result of corner map of individual 

chromosome (MRI image) 

 

Figure 7. Result of corner extraction map plotted 

as graph 

 

 

3.2.  Selection 

Every GA contains selection at the beginning of every generation. Selection is a process to 

determine which individuals survive. This process works on survival is the fittest policy and we have 

evaluated the fitness function to select the best fit. Image registration is performed with a fitness evaluation 

shown in (7) to get the following result. The result of selection operation is illustrated in Figure 8. 

 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 =  √(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦2)2       (7) 
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Figure 8. Result of convolution layers for fitness evaluation (selection) 

 

 

3.3.  Crossover and mutation 

Crossover involves exchanging set of individuals where segmented matrices are extracted on each 

and every image. In our identified segments a separate area matrix is represented and checked with a 

threshold to classify how many are autistic images. After applying genetic operators, the area of 

segmentation is calculated and the Tables 1 and 2 show the areas of segmented regions of autistic and  

non-autistic brains of corpus callosum, white and gray matter. 

 

 

Table 1. Segmentation areas of autistic brain 
Part of segmented Brain Area (In Units) 

Corpus Callosum 72 
White Matter 180 
Gray Matter 190 

Cerebrospinal Fluid 250 
*generic percentage of autistic images 

 

 

Table 2. Segmentation areas of non-autistic brain 
Part of segmented Brain Area (In Units) 

Corpus Callosum 32 
White Matter 90 
Gray Matter 90 

Cerebrospinal Fluid 50 
*generic percentage of non-autistic images 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Our work focused mainly on architectural framework designing by combining CNN architecture in 

Genetic algorithms. The main reason to include GA in CNN is to optimize the training phase in neural 

network when multiple convolutions and pooling layers are considered. As genetic algorithm is known for its 

evolutionary principle, when combined with deep learning, it has proved to be efficient in training 

convolution network. Each stage of GA i.e., population, selection, mutation and crossover are carefully 

selected for fitness evaluator and thus resulted into a finer architecture 
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